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Planting critical ideas: Artists reconfiguring the environmental crisis  

 

Abstract 

This essay looks at possible artistic responses to the environmental crisis, 

using the theory of anti-mimesis as a means to rethink and reconfigure the 

ways that the crisis is understood. Initially using the nineteenth century idea 

of anti-mimesis, or life imitating art, where art brings nature into existence in 

people’s minds, the article looks at the work of contemporary artists and 

writers who are challenging existing assumptions about human 

interventions into the natural world and the ways in which thinking may be 

reconfigured by these responses. In particular the sluggish response of 

governments towards tree preservation and planting is used as an example 

of the potential for artist educators to revivify the thinking around this issue 

through their creative insights, hence the metaphor of planting critical ideas, 

with the aim of creating a momentum of consciousness about the 

preciousness and fragility of our natural environment. 

 

Keywords: nature and art; critical creativity; environmental crisis; anti-mimesis; 

tree art.  

 

 

At the time of writing many artists and teachers are enduring a lockdown as a result 

of the devastating coronavirus outbreak. Many of those fortunate enough to retain 

their health and time away from care responsibilities have taken the opportunity to 

intensify their efforts towards their practice. Bob and Roberta Smith (2020) reminds 

us of our responsibility to keep working in solidarity with frontline workers who 

bravely face personal risk in order to provide our essential services. Producing 

artworks at this time may also provide an opportunity to engage with the 

environmental crisis that continues to haunt us and for which we also bear 

responsibility. Artists of all persuasions can unite in solidarity to draw attention to the 

need to protect our world from ourselves.  

 

As Wilde (1905) famously argued, the way we understand the natural world is 

governed not by natural laws but by the culture in which we are immersed, a theory 

known as anti-mimesis, encapsulated by the aphorism: ‘life imitates art’. As he 

explains (in the guise of Vivian in dialogue with Cyril) in the essay ‘The Decay of 

Lying’:  



Where, if not from the Impressionists, do we get those wonderful brown fogs 

that come creeping down our streets, blurring the gas-lamps and changing 

the houses into monstrous shadows? […] For what is Nature? Nature is no 

great mother who has borne us. She is our creation. It is in our brain that she 

quickens to life. Things are because we see them, and what we see, and 

how we see it, depends on the Arts that have influenced us. To look at a 

thing is very different from seeing a thing. One does not see anything until 

one sees its beauty. Then, and then only, does it come into existence. (p.12) 

Taking my cue from Wilde, perhaps now is the moment for us to galvanise art in the 

service of nature, to help ameliorate or even reverse the catastrophic course that 

human induced climate change is taking. If ‘…what we see, and how we see it, 

depends on the Arts that have influenced us’, then the arts have the most important 

role to play.  

 

In a more contemporary sense this may be thought of as reconfiguring our thinking 

about the world, and in particular our thinking about the environment. I have written 

before (with Owens, 2016) about the value of critical creativity in the field of 

education, whereby creative practices should be considered to be part of the 

enduring historical project of democratic reform and social justice. Culturally this may 

have traction in the environmental crisis with which we are faced, with artists 

engaging with a rethinking of the environment in such a way that popular 

consciousness is heightened and better informed, radically different to the methods 

traditionally taken by the scientific community but in concert with them.  

 

jagodinski (2018) has repeatedly argued for artists to pay attention to the 

catastrophes of the anthropocene, and championed those artists who are actively 

involved in the pushback, producing artworks that not only draw our attention to the 

problem but also demonstrate alternative and sustainable ways of living and 

consuming, such as Aniela Hoitink’s MycoTEX/Mycelium Textile on non-polluting 

fashion textiles and Maurizio Montalti’s exploration of fungus that decompose plastic 

in Continuous Body - The Ephemeral Icon. Similarly Jokela, Huhmarniemi and 

Hiltunen’s (2019) ‘Arctic sustainable Art and Design’ is an ambitious project to unite 

artists of the north in a concerted effort to bring environmental issues to the fore 

through their creative practices. By experiencing these works we can also better 

understand the political discourses that underpin the anthropecene as well as finding 

ways of critically contesting them. 



 

My special interest in the environmental field is with trees, prompted by reading the 

literary work of Wohlleben (2017) which makes accessible the complex science of 

tree community and communication in his treatise on forest conservation. This notion 

of trees as a community beings is cleverly exploited in Powers’ novel Overstory 

(2019) that helped to further establish these ideas in popular consciousness. The 

strong anti-logging sentiments imbued in Powers’ prize winning novel has helped 

draw mass attention to this contentious issue. In the visual arts the work of Mark Frith 

in his A legacy of ancient oaks’ (2018) project made a lasting impression when I saw 

an exhibition of his work at the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew. His large pencil 

drawings of oak trees, each a record of a famous ancient oak still living in the UK, 

were painstakingly drawn over a three-year period (in the exhibition I was also 

impressed by the display of a pile of hundreds of pencil stubs, testimony to the years 

of Frith’s painstaking graft).  

 

An has been developing over the course of my lifetime regarding the importance of 

growing trees and thereby significantly increasing the world's tree stocks. Over the 

same period environmental awareness has grown exponentially, and now many 

voices from many cultures and disciplines are demanding immediate action to slow 

the human-induced corrosion of the natural world, none more poignantly than the 

protestations and lamentations of Greta Thunberg (e.g. Arctic Portal, 2019), yet over 

the same period the destruction of trees and forests has continued almost unabated. 

In the UK General Election of 2019 political parties were competing with excessively 

ambitious programmes of tree planting (2019) that recommended the planting of 

many millions of trees over the coming years. Friends of the Earth (2019) explain 

(referring to the UK but equally applicable to many agriculturally ‘developed’ 

countries) there is a pressing need to increase the land tree cover by 2045, which 

really does demand massive and urgent tree planting schemes; they argue that in 

the UK this means:  

 

‘we need to add another 3 billion trees, covering an additional 3 million hectares. 

To reach this over the 25 years between 2020 and 2045, we’d need to add trees 

at a rate of 120 million trees per year, or 120,000 hectares per year.’ 

 

In the aftermath of the general election, I perhaps naïvely expected to see a 

concerted effort towards this goal, given the promises of intense tree planting over a 

relatively short time span. Instead it seemed like business as usual: over the winter 



agricultural hedge trimmers were out in force in the countryside leaving miles of 

chiselled-level hedges, missing one of the easiest of environmental safeguarding 

opportunities: allowing native trees already in the hedgerow to grow and flourish at 

intervals. There was evidence of logging getting underway, feeding the seemingly 

insatiable human appetite for timber, turning living forests into decking, shingles and 

cladding; nowhere did I detect even an awareness that much needed to be done, nor 

how urgent it was.  

 

In concert with Wilde’s notion of life following art, now may be the time to provide 

new representations of how the world might be; in my case this would necessitate 

works depicting trees that might remind people of their importance in our lives and for 

our wellbeing and their essential presence in our landscape. The value of the 

environment for human mental and physical wellbeing has gained credence in many 

cultural forms in recent years, with trees as a case in point, and this momentum may 

be something to exploit through a more critically creative production. Perhaps this 

could be expressed in our contemporary cultural milieu as a critical ‘planting’ of 

ideas, exploiting the many various meanings of the verb to plant, which would seem 

apposite at this time.  

 

In my own work I offer two drawings as an example of my attempt to re-present 

landmark trees. The first depicts one such landmark tree, local to me, which is a 

‘champion’ specimen of a stone pine (pinus pinea). It is unusually large for this 

northern latitude. In its 150 years it has developed two trunks, making it more 

distinctive still, and it stands inches from a busy road and is thereby visible to all 

traffic entering and leaving our town. The sea of asphalt and concrete that now 

surrounds it surely puts this magnificent tree under some stress; nevertheless it 

elegantly endures in its elevated position at the entrance to the town, and its 

presence imposes itself on many who travel beneath. Once on a cold clear night with 

a high piercing January moon I passed under the tree and memorised the scene, 

hurrying home to draw a small sketch before the prospect faded from my imagination 

(figure 1).  



 

Figure 1: Moonlit stone pine, West Kirby. Pencil drawing by the author ©Jeff Adams 

 

In many ways this scene encapsulated the problem that Wilde articulated: many see 

this tree everyday, but as an artist and writer my job is to try to reinvent the tree in 

such a way that it appears as a iconographically in advance of its physical existence, 



hoping that Wilde is correct when he proclaims: ‘then, and then only, does it come 

into existence’.  

 

The second drawing also involved stone pines, and the idea grew from a walk in 

Bethlehem, Palestine, where I encountered a strangely tense scene: the 

juxtaposition of stand of large stone pines surrounded by the tall military wall that 

partitions the landscape. The trees were the remaining survivors of a forest 

destroyed in the wall’s construction, and they had grown lanky, stretching to reach 

the light. Further along the wall the word ‘Captivating’ had been graffitied in large 

letters in an ironic comment on the aesthetics of the wall. In my drawing I brought 

these elements together in the hope of shaping a small representation of the link 

between environmental conflict and the oppression of people.  



 

Figure 2: Stone Pine Against the Wall, Bethlehem, West Bank Palestine (detail). Pen 

and ink drawing by the author, 2017. ©Jeff Adams 

 

The Corona virus pandemic of winter and spring 2020 has created something of an 

accidental hiatus in the human devastation of the natural world, at least in some 

parts of Europe. Many have remarked on of the apparent restoration of the natural 

world, with fresh air, birdsong and abundant spring growth in towns and cities across 

the continent. This may be our moment as artist educators to press home the 

advantage and create a momentum of consciousness about the preciousness and 



fragility of our natural environment. As Bob and Roberta exhorts us to work in 

solidarity with the brave health workers, I would also encourage those of us who can 

to work in solidarity with nature in this moment of respite, and help drive the 

environmental protection movement forward with unstoppable momentum, so that we 

can emerge from the tragedies and sorrows of a pandemic into a cleaner and 

brighter world, literally. 
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